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What is the F-1 Engine? 
• 5 F-1 engines were used as the first stage engines, Saturn V moon 
rocket 
• Took the Apollo vehicle (363 ft tall, 6 million lbs): 
• 50 miles downrange 
• 40 miles altitude 
• At Mach 7 
• In 2.5 minutes 
• Burning 4.5 million lbs of propellant  
Saturn V Launch – Apollo 8  
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzCsDVfPQqk 
What is the F-1 Engine? 
• Propellants: LOX and RP 
• Thrust:1,522,000 lbf sea level; 1,748,200 lbf vacuum 
• Specific Impulse: 265.4 sea level; 304.1 vacuum 
• Chamber Pressure: 982 psia 
• Engine Mixture Ratio: 2.27 
• Engine Propellant Flow Rate: 5,737 lb/s 
• Weight: 18,616 lb 
• Cycle: Gas Generator, pump fed 
• Fixed power level – no control system 
18.4 ft tall 
12 ft wide 
• Turbopump: Single turbopump 
assembly 
• Gas Generator turbine drive 
• RP fuel used as: 
• Main propellant 
• Bearing lubrication 
• Valve working fluid (fueldraulic valve 
actuation) 
• Tank head start 
• Nozzle: regen cooled to 10:1, nozzle 
extension film cooled using turbine 
exhaust gas to 16:1 
• Ignition: TEA-TEB 
• Injector: 13 baffled compartments, 
impingement, 2 LOX inlet and 2 fuel 
inlets 
What is the F-1 Engine? 
Why is it important to study the F-1? 
• SLS Heavy Lift trade space 
• Booster, Core Stage 
• Commercial Partners 
• Training 
• Benefits of F-1 
• Proven design 
• Simple design (gas generator cycle) 
• LOX/RP propellants 
• RP is more dense than liquid hydrogen – smaller tanks, smaller vehicle, 
even though the specific impulse is substantially lower 
• RP is a liquid at ambient conditions – easier to store, handle, & pump, 
reducing system power and complexity and operational costs 
• RP cost is much less than liquid hydrogen fuel 
• F-1 gas generator cycle is simple (while less efficient) compared to 
staged combustion 
 
 
 
F-1 Engine History – Culture 
• F-1 Development 1955-1965 
• Young American engineers & German 
rocket engineers, mostly men 
• F-1 Program Manager selected was Sonny 
Morea – 28 years old 
• Engineers were excited about the program, 
worked long hours, dedicated their lives to 
the mission 
• Difficult for work-life balance 
• International Competition  
• American mission was made very clear 
• Americans were passionate about the mission 
• American $$$ was put behind the program, fully 
supported and commitments sustained 
 
 
 
What about the F-1A?  
• Rocketdyne anticipated an uprated version of 
the Saturn V  
• Developed F-1A 
• 1.5M lbf  1.65M lbf  1.8M lbf 
• 2 F-1A engines produced 
• Rocketdyne anticipated 䇾go-ahead䇿 from NASA in 1965, could 
deliver flight qualified engines by the end of 1969. 
• Funding peaked in 1966 then fell off rapidly due to lack of follow-
on missions, need for heavy payloads 
• F-1A restart studies  
• 1992 – Rockwell International Rocketdyne Division 
evaluated enhanced producibility, materials, 
fabrication, performance improvements 
• 2012 – Advanced Booster Risk Reduction contract 
awarded to Dynetics/Aerojet-Rocketdyne team for 
their F-1B booster 䇾Pyrios䇿 
• Dynetics is executing a NASA contract to perform full-scale, 
high-fidelity hardware demonstrations to reduce the highest risks 
for an SLS Advanced Booster 
Engine Comparison, F-1 vs. F-1A 
Performance Parameter F-1 F-1A 
Thrust, Sea Level (lbf) 1,522,000  1,800,000 
Specific Impulse, Sea 
Level (s) 
265.4 269.7 
Chamber Pressure, ns 
(psia) 
982 1,161 
Engine Mixture Ratio 2.27 2.27 
Expansion Ratio 16:1 16:1 
Weight (lb) 18,616 19,000 

F-1 Engine Teardown 
• The purpose of the F-1 engine teardown activity was 
to: 
• Capture knowledge about the F-1, 
• Understand the mechanical layout of the engine and the 
hardware designs,  
• Test components to understand the F-1 engine 
performance, 
• Help the team to design a new, improved, large LOX/RP 
engine. 
• The goal was to clean and inspect the hardware, 
replace items that cannot be re-used, and perform 
component testing. 
• The engine may be re-assembled for hot-fire testing. 
• Team Philosophy  
• Small, focused team  
• 䇾Badgeless䇿 environment, everyone turns wrenches 
• Be smart and safe, but work with a small budget 
• This engine is a National Asset, hardware is treated as 
such.  
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F-1 Disassembly – What We Did 
• Retrieved original F-1 documentation  
• Took engine F-6090 apart, documenting each 
step 
• Photographed and documented all components 
• Created a library with a full inventory of the engine 
• Created many digital models – structured light 
scan data, virtual assemblies, ProE models 
• Retrieved Engine F-6049 from the Smithsonian 
• Disassembled gas generator for hot-fire test 
• Hot fire tested F-1 gas generator 
F-1 Disassembly 
• Engine F-6090 
• Engine built in 1967 
• 3 acceptance tests, 250 seconds 
• Engine accepted on 2/3/1969 
• Originally allocated to S-1C-14 stage, Position 105 (center position) 
• Eventually allocated as flight spare in 1971 
 
F-6090 Disassembly 
• Borescope inspections, drained lines
• Removed: 
• Gas Generator (GG) system 
• Thermal blanket brackets 
• High pressure lines 
• Interface panel 
• Inlet ducts 
• Electrical lines 
• Main valves 
• Heat exchanger (HEX) 
• Turbopump 
• Gimbal block 
• LOX dome 
• Main injector 
• Hydraulic lines and drains  
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Tooling and GSE 
19 We used a combination of old (refurbished) and new tooling and GSE 
Using Available Technologies 
20 
Structured Light Scanning System used to document 
the engine assembly and components.  
Electron Beam Melting (EBM) 
used to generate unique tooling 
for the turbopump disassembly 
Scan data used for GSE design 
Soot Characterization 
Hardware Assessment, Engine F-6090 
• Replace 
• Some fasteners (~4%) 
• Some turbopump components (some bearings 
and seals) 
• Valve soft goods 
• Minor repairs 
• Combustion devices 
• In-depth evaluations (NDE, proof) needed on major 
components before re-use 
No 䇾Show Stoppers䇿 Discovered 
Bringing Engine F-6049 back to MSFC 
 
Component Testing 
• Valve acceptance testing 
• GG Injector water flow testing 
• Proof Testing 
Gas Generator Testing 
We were able to collect new data that wasn䇻t previously available 
• MSFC Test Series – 11 Tests 
• Primary Goals: 
• 1. Demonstrate a test using original F-1 hardware (GG injector, combustion chamber, valves) 
• 2. Further test facility capability in order to support future LOX/RP testing needs 
• Secondary Goals: 
• 1. Gather data to build and anchor stability models 
• 2. Gather performance data on the GG valves under engine conditions 
• 3. Gather data on GG soot production as a function of Mixture Ratio 
• Dynetics/Rocketdyne Test Series – 10 Tests 
• Goal: to evaluate GG performance at F-1A/F-1B conditions 
Video 
The Next Step – Where do we go from here? 
• Working with Dynetics and Aerojet 
Rocketdyne to execute SLS 
Advanced Booster Risk Reduction 
contract 
• F-1B engine 
• Letter of Agreement tasks for MSFC 
Engineering 
• Continue to feed F-1 information to 
SLS for trade studies 
• Provide input to commercial 
companies as requested 
• F-1 hardware in a storage facility at 
MSFC 
• We’re ready… 
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